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Freedom of Information Request - RFI20111301 
 
Thank you for your request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (the Act) received on 24 October 
2011, seeking the following information: 
 

’…the BBC's Corporate People strategy’ 

 
The emerging BBC People Strategy 2010 - 2016 was presented and discussed at the BBC People Leadership 
Conference on Friday 4th December 2009.  Please find attached a copy of the presentation.  
 
Further information on the BBC’s Delivering Quality First (DQF) proposals, many of which contain 
elements of the BBC’s strategy with regards to the workforce, can be found at the following address: 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/dqf/pdf/dqf_detailedproposals.pdf 
 
I hope this response satisfies your request. 
 
Appeal Rights 
 
If you are not satisfied with this response you have the right to an internal review by a BBC senior manager 
or legal adviser. Please contact us at the address above, explaining what you would like us to review and 
including your reference number. If you are not satisfied with the internal review, you can appeal to the 
Information Commissioner. The contact details are: Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, 
Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF, telephone 01625 545 700 or see http://www.ico.gov.uk/  
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
Karen Wood 
BBC People 
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The overarching BBC People Strategy is supported by in-depth 
Divisional People strategies addressing Divisional priorities 

The BBC’s Strategy

Centres 
of 

Expertise
Strategy Divisional Strategies Divisional Strategies Divisional Strategies

Pan BBC People Strategy



Background

•Clear and comprehensive BBC People Strategy in 2007

•Much remains constant 

•Many new challenges

• Deep and long global recession

• Political uncertainty and increase in extremism both in 
the UK and globally

• Public outrage at perceived lack of decency in political 
and commercial leaders



1. Collective 
leadership

2. Skills & 
talent for a 
changing 
BBC

3. Reward for 
performance

4. Change 
how we work

5. Getting the 
basics right

How we manage our 
people is as 
important as how we 
manage our output

We engage our 
audiences 
through engaging 
our people

Everyone knows 
how their role adds 
value to our 
audiences

We enable people to 
gain new experiences 
and skills so they can 
give their best at 
work

We challenge 
assumptions to foster 
creativity and get 
ahead of the game

A people vision to act as a framework for our future plans:

The BBC is a dynamic place to work, where people never stop learning 
and can stretch their creativity, imagination and expertise to create 
content and services that our audiences love and value

BBC People Strategy 2007



The changing world creates a number of 
challenges and opportunities for the BBC

Ageing western 

population

Technology 

revolution
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Public Purposes 

& Role of Trust

Audience demands 

& expectations
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|  Title of presentation   |  Presenter name 6

It all feels very different

2006
• Healthy Economy (GDP + 1.1%)
• Low unemployment (5.5%)
• iPlayer trial ends
• Internet access to 56% of UK households
• BBC 23,000 staff

2009
• UK in recession (UK GDP - 2.5%)

• UK unemployment: 7.8% 

• MP’s Expenses scandal 

• 70% UK households have internet access

• 84m iPlayer requests in August alone

• BBC 23,000 staff 2006

2009
2012

2016
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We’re in markets undergoing painful 
structural and cyclical change

• £105m loss for 
H1 2009

• Worst revenue 
decline on 
record

• £44m loss for 
H1 2009

• Falling share of 
ad spend 
despite growing 
share of 
audiences

• 20% cumulative 
drop in ad 
revenues 2009-
2013 (PwC)

• $3.4bn loss for 
FY ended H1 
2009

• Revenues 
shrinking and 
costs rising for 
its UK 
newspapers
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Market Performance – TV and newspapers
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The political landscape is uncertain

• Top-slicing / contestable funding

• Second PSB entity / unleashing 
WW

• Universal Service

•Broad support for the 
BBC as ‘cornerstone’

•Support for PSB 
•Local or regional news

•Digital Britain
•Out of London

• Governance

• Funding level

• Transparency 

• Scope and remit

• Sector deregulation?

• News editorialising?



How does this new context impact the BBC?

• Perceived over-dominance in media 
sectors – questions over scale and scope 
of BBC (particularly BBCW) 

• Perceived to be inefficient, over-funded 
and overpaid – questions over licence-
fee future, calls for pay-cuts and further 
efficiencies 

• Speed of change in media sector makes 
maintaining relevance and standards of 
excellence even harder 

• Increased need for public accountability, 
fostering trust and being 
open in our approach



And what does this mean for our people 
and our organisation?

•Uncertainty

•Financial pressure 
& austerity 

•Quality content remains 
paramount

•Spotlight on public service



In an environment of political, social, 
economic and technological uncertainty …..

What matters most is to be able to:

•Anticipate, pre-empt and respond fast

•Make timely decisions to start, stop, expand or 
reduce and act upon it rapidly

•Grow, contract or re-distribute our resources 
quickly

In other words - agility is paramount



BBC People Strategic Goals 2010 - 2016

1. Our ambition is to build an agile, progressive organisation 
where pride in our heritage sits comfortably with a fresh 
deal for our people.

2. We will develop our people so that they continue to be at 
the forefront of media excellence and the BBC is an 
exemplar of value in the public service.

3. We will encourage, challenge and support our people to 
reach their potential, stretch their performance and deliver
outstanding results for our audiences.



1. Leadership Strength
By 2016 we will have a depth of capability in our leaders that is 
second to none in both the media and public service

2. Peak Performance
By 2016 all our people will receive the clarity, honesty and 
support they need to perform at their full potential  

3. A fresh deal for our employees
By 2016 our people will benefit from a new relationship with 
the BBC that  equips them for  a great career in media and  that
delivers great quality and value for our audiences

In practice this translates into 3 
Strategic Objectives for BBC People:



Leadership Strength 

1. The BBC will be known for having a depth of 
leadership capability that is second to none in both the 
media industry and in the public service. 

2. We will have balanced leadership teams to ensure the 
BBC has the skills, experience and richness of thinking 
that will ensure it continues to anticipate and respond 
to the changing world

3. Our leaders will be trusted to lead and will be held 
accountable

4. We will have fewer leaders but we will invest more in 
them to enable them to perform at their very best



By 2016, every single person at the BBC will have:

1. Clarity 
(their role, their contribution and the standards required)

2. Honest feedback 
(on their performance and support if they need it)

3. Understood the Consequences
(for great and weaker performance)

Peak Performance



1. An organisation bursting with pride in its people and its services to 
audiences

2. A fair and respectful employer with good employment conditions
3. Encouragement and support for a great career both in and out of the 

BBC
4. Flexible and progressive ways of working that improve efficiency, 

productivity and enjoyment
5. The most advanced skills development in the entire UK media sector
6. Proactive career and people management to ensure we have the right 

skills in the right places at the right time at the right cost
7. Intolerance of behaviours, working practices and performance that 

undermine our values and value to the public
8. Understanding when one-size doesn’t fit all but still committed to one 

BBC

The BBC Employee Deal: An agile and progressive 
organisation that can continue to be at the forefront of 
media excellence and an exemplar of value in the public 
service:



Workshop

What do we need to 
change and how do we 
build an agile, dynamic and 
modern BBC?




